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Violence And Activism At The
The increase in anti-Asian hate and violence has forced many Asian Americans to have difficult conversations about race. For one family, dinnertime has turned into lessons on racism. But for another, ...
After a watershed moment of violence, Asian Americans begin to speak out
"Our generation is not going to be silenced by fear," one protester said. "We are going to push until things change for the better." ...
Colombian protesters as young as 13 years old are being killed in the streets as they fight for a better future. The rest of the world should have their backs.
It was because of the collective efforts of civil society members that illegal brick kilns in Beerwah of Budgam district could be dismantled and violators brought to book.
Social Activism Has Come of Age in Kashmir Valley and It's Indeed a Welcome Development
If we aren't mindful of how our communities have been pitted against each other, we can unintentionally perpetuate white supremacy," says organizer and pastor Rev. Raymond Chang.
The Power of Allyship Between Black and Asian-Americans
Mariame Kaba, a New York City-based activist and organizer, is at the center of an effort to “build up another world.” ...
The Emerging Movement for Police and Prison Abolition
During a rally to remember those killed by police, leaders with the Lehigh Valley Stands Up pushed attendees to focus on local politics to help bring changes to what they say is a flawed system.
Dozens remember victims of police violence — and discuss what to do next — at Bethlehem rally
By investing significant funding into local law enforcement, the recent passage of the COVID-19 Hate Crimes Act in the Senate at the end of last month could actually further harm communities of color, ...
Why More Hate Crime Legislation Can Be Counterproductive to Addressing Anti-Asian Violence
Zahra Vieneuve, a global human rights activist, joined Ithaca College’s Sexual Violence Prevention Committee for a conversation on impunity.
Students discuss film series at human rights panel
For as long as Asians have experienced racism and discrimination in America, AAPI activists have been working to fight against injustice.
'I feel like I was meant to do this': Asian American activists reflect on their work in the last year
Tech companies praised the Derek Chauvin conviction, but their products underwrite the kind of impunity and overstep they claim to oppose.
Microsoft and Big Tech Can’t Distance Themselves From the Police Violence They Fuel
Around the globe, One Billion Rising Gardens is taking hold, amidst a global pandemic, spurring deep-rooted community-led activism In the ... an increase in domestic violence has been widely ...
This Earth Day, Global Women Activists Lead Their Communities In Rising Up Against Violence Toward Women And The Earth
By the beginning of 1919, the Irish Parliamentary Party had all but vanished from the political stage. At the outbreak of war in 1914, John Redmond’s party had just succeeded in securing home rule.
Freedom and the Fifth Commandment: Catholic priests and political violence in Ireland, 1919–21
Grace Lee Boggs's Person-Centered Education for Community-Based Change: Feminist Pragmatism, Pedagogy, and Philosophical Activism ...
Grace Lee Boggs's Person-Centered Education for Community-Based Change: Feminist Pragmatism, Pedagogy, and Philosophical Activism
At a recent virtual J Street Conference, US Senators, Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren broke yet another political taboo when they expressed willingness to leverage US military aid as a way to ...
Bottom-up Politics: Grassroots Activism Drive Pro-Palestine Shift in the US
The Lao People’s Democratic Republic has received its first shipment of more than 130,000 doses from the global COVAX Facility — the first batch of a total of 480,000 doses to arrive in the ...
Secretary-General Urges Urgent Action against Gender-Based Violence ‘At All Levels, in All Spaces, by All People’, in Message to Activism Event
Africa The Kenyan documentary on activism and corruption Posted "Softie" - an award-winner at the Sundance and Durban film festivals - shows the evolution of Boniface Mwangi from an activist ...
The Kenyan documentary on activism and corruption
Given his cerebral palsy, we also ask about the pressures and rewards that come with balancing his career with activism ... double-crosses and shocking violence.
RJ Mitte on The Oak Room, being part of the Breaking Bad family + combining acting with activism
and ongoing threats of physical violence pushed queer identities to the margins of society. Embracing otherness, they discovered strength in radical activism and artistic expression, transforming ...
Q: Activism at the Margins of Identity exhibit at Gerber/Hart
exposing them — and the public — to the true effects of U.S. policies on people fleeing deadly violence. America Ferrera is a cofounder of the activism development group Harness, along with ...
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